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Morning Round Up
Conservative leadership battle heats up
Boris Johnson officially launches his platform for the leadership of the Tory
party today. While drug use was temporality brought to the fore of debate due
Michael Gove’s admission, the main issue (possibly the only issue) of
concern is Brexit. Mr Johnson is expected to take the position that Britain will
leave with or without a deal on the 31 st of October. With similar positions from
Andrea Leadsom and Sajid Javid. Mark Harper has positioned himself in the
renegotiation camp saying it was not possible for an orderly exit of the EU by
October. As well as Cabinet Minister Rory Stewart looking to get Mrs May’s
withdrawal agreement through parliament. Meanwhile, the opposition parties
are banding together to seize control of parliament to introduce legislation to
stop a no deal Brexit and prevent a suspension of parliament to force through
a disorderly exit.
Looking to the next steps in the Conservative leadership race, the ten
declared candidates will face a secret ballot of the parliamentary party on the
13th of June. A series of consecutive ballots follows, which will narrow the field
to two candidates. The final two candidate will then be put to the wider
160,000 party membership to select a leader. The process is expected to run
into the week beginning the 22nd of July. The implications of this process on
equity markets is uncertain. We would expect volatility to increase as the
probability of a harder Brexit increases with the likelihood of a hard Brexiter,
such as Boris Johnson, gets closer to the top job. We would expect to see
selling across both Irish and UK equities. We would also expect sterling to
weaken further against the Euro above a £0.90 level.
Ryanair acquires Malta Air
Ryanair has announced that it has agreed to purchase Malta Air, a Maltese
start up airline, into which Ryanair will move and grow its Malta based fleet of
6 aircraft. Malta Air will continue to use its current name. It will fall under the
umbrella structure alongside Ryanair DAC, Buzz (Poland) and Laudamotion
(Austria). The investment will help Ryanair increase its current 3m
passengers annually as it looks to increase the fleet to 10 aircraft over the
next three years. This was a positive announcement from management. It
continues to take advantage of smaller M&A opportunities in high growth
markets with the subsidiaries all utilizing the low cost model. Importantly,
Ryanair is continuing to expand profitably despite the difficult macroeconomic
backdrop. While we do see potential for further weakness over the short term
(faltering industry demand over the summer period), Ryanair’s longer term
outlook and investment case remains strong.
One year EUR/GBP

Key Upcoming Events
19/06/2019 FOMC Decision
20/06/2019 BoJ Decision
28-29/06/2019 G20 Summit

Market View
Equity markets are weaker this morning as global
trade relations and faltering global growth add to
volatility. Trump has continued to blame the Fed
for its interest rates which are “way to high”. The
market will look toward inflation data this afternoon
to help gauge the direction the Fed may take at its
next meeting. Global bond yields remain constraint
with the US 10 year yield down to 2.12% and the
German 10 year yield at –23bps. The pound
continues to weaken on Brexit uncertainty. It is
now at 5 month lows relative to the euro (EUR/
GBP £0.89). Oil has fallen by 2% this morning after
a larger than expected inventory build in the US
overnight.

Market Moves
Value

Dow Jones

Change

% Change

26049

-14.17

-0.05%

11.66%

S&P

2886

-1.01

-0.03%

15.11%

Nasdaq

7823

-0.60

-0.01%

17.89%

Nikkei

21130

-74.56

-0.35%

5.57%

Hang Seng

27275

-514.44

-1.85%

5.53%

Brent Oil

61.15

-1.14

-1.83%

13.66%

WTI Oil

52.07

-1.20

-2.25%

14.67%

Gold

1338

11.26

0.85%

4.34%

€/$

1.134

0.00

0.12%

-1.11%

€/£

0.8900

0.00

-0.02%

-1.00%

£/$

1.2742

0.00

0.13%

-0.09%

Yield

Source: Bloomberg, CF Research June 2019
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% Change
YTD

Change

German 10 Year

-0.233

0.00

UK 10 Year

0.844

-0.02

US 10 Year

2.1205

-0.02

Irish 10 Year

0.305

-0.01

Spain 10 Year

0.582

0.00

Italy 10 Year

2.37

-0.0240

Source: Bloomberg, CF Research June 2019
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Cairn Homes - Citywest transaction would boost visibility

Wednesday, 12th June 2019

Closing price: €1.25

News
Newspaper reports this morning that Cairn homes is sale agreed on 282 units at Citywest for a price in excess of €90m. This institutional PRS sale follows on from the successful sale of Hanover Quay last year and adds to revenue, earnings and cashflow visibility in
the medium term. The sale process which began in April and looks to have near completed already highlights how buoyant demand is
for Dublin residential assets.
Cairn Homes received a number of positive planning outcomes of late, having received permission at Griffith Avenue, Blackrock and
Rathgar. In addition, Cairn Homes got their Clonburris landbank assigned as a Strategic development zone which will help fast track
planning for development in this location.
Comment
Cairn Homes shares have now corrected by 32% over the last year to trade at €1.25 this morning. At the current price, Cairn Homes
trades on 12x 2020 net income and offers investors a 13% free cash flow yield and 6.7% forward dividend yield. They are due to pay
a 2.5c dividend in September. Valuations are cheaper now than ever before – weighed down by Brexit uncertainty which we feel is
now in the price.
Recent ECB commentary that interest rates will stay lower for longer supports the investment case for Cairn Homes. The speed of the
sale process for Citywest implies that there is huge institutional demand for residential assets. Owner occupier demand remains
strong also despite Brexit uncertainty weighing on it slightly.
We would use the weakness in Cairn Home shares to acquire a holding of c.5% of client portfolios as we are attracted to the valuation
and the opportunity for cash distribution to shareholders over the short to medium term. Our fair value of €1.65 implies c.30% upside
over the medium term.

Darren McKinley, CFA | Senior Equity Analyst
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Cantor Publications & Resources

Weekly Trader
On Mondays, we release our weekly note in which we provide a view on equity markets for the coming days,
and highlight a number of equities which we believe provide exposure to the important themes unfolding in
the markets. Our in-house Investment Committee meets on a weekly basis to craft this strategy, thereby allowing clients to dynamically position portfolios to take advantage of the most up to date market developments.
Click Here

Monthly Investment Journal
Each month our Private Client and Research departments collaborate to issue a publication which highlights
the performance of our flagship products, funds and our Core Portfolio, including the Green Effects fund,
most recent private equity deals and structured product investment opportunities.
Click Here

Investment Forum
Through our investment Forum we bring you the latest market news, investment insights and a series of
informative articles from our experts.
Click here
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Regulatory Information
Issuer Descriptions: (Source: Bloomberg)
Cairn Homes PLC: Cairn Homes provides construction services. The Company design and build homes. Cairn Homes operates in Ireland.
Ryanair: Ryanair Holdings plc provides low fare passenger airline services to destinations in Europe.
Historical Recommendation:
Cairn Homes PLC: We initiated an Outperform rating on the 30/11/2018
Ryanair: Ryanair was added to the Core Portfolio at inception in and have had an Outperform recommendation since then
http://www.cantorfitzgerald.ie/research_disclosures.php
This material is approved for distribution in Ireland by Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Ltd. It is intended for Irish retails clients only and is not intended for
distribution to, or use by, any person in any country where such distribution or use would be contrary to local law or regulation. Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Ltd (“CFIL”) is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Ltd is a member firm of the Irish Stock Exchange and the London Stock Exchange.
Where CFIL wishes to make this and other Cantor Fitzgerald research available to Retail clients, such information is provided without liability and in
accordance with our terms and conditions that are available on the CFIL website.
No report is intended to and does not constitute a personal recommendations or investment advice nor does it provide the sole basis for any evaluation of the securities that may be the subject matter of the report. Specifically, the information contained in this report should not be taken as an offer or
solicitation of investment advice, or to encourage the purchased or sale of any particular security. Not all recommendations are necessarily suitable for
all investors and CFIL recommend that specific advice should always be sought prior to investment, based on the particular circumstances of the investor either from your CFIL investment adviser or another investment adviser.
CFIL takes all responsibility to ensure that reasonable efforts are made to present accurate information but CFIL gives no warranty or guarantee as to,
and do not accept responsibility for, the correctness, completeness, timeliness or accuracy of the information provided or its transmission. This is entirely at the risk of the recipient of the report. Nor shall CFIL, its subsidiaries, affiliates or parent company or any of their employees, directors or
agents, be liable to for any losses, damages, costs, claims, demands or expenses of any kind whatsoever, whether direct or indirect, suffered or incurred in consequence of any use of, or reliance upon, the information. Any person acting on the information contained in this report does so entirely
at his or her own risk
All estimates, views and opinions included in this research note constitute CANTOR IRELAND’s judgment as of the date of the note but may be subject to change without notice. Changes to assumptions may have a material impact on any recommendations made herein.
Unless specifically indicated to the contrary this research note has not been disclosed to the covered issuer(s) in advance of publication.
Past performance is not a reliable guide to future performance. The value of your investment may go down as well as up. Investments denominated in
foreign currencies are subject to fluctuations in exchange rates, which may have an adverse affect on the value of the investments, sale proceeds, and
on dividend or interest income. The income you get from your investment may go down as well as up. Figures quoted are estimates only; they are not
a reliable guide to the future performance of this investment.
Conflicts of Interest & Share Ownership Policy
It is noted that research analysts' compensation is impacted upon by overall firm profitability and accordingly may be affected to some extent by revenues arising other CANTOR IRELAND business units including Fund Management and Stock broking. Revenues in these business units may derive in
part from the recommendations or views in this report. Notwithstanding, CANTOR IRELAND is satisfied that the objectivity of views and recommendations contained in this note has not been compromised. Nonetheless CANTOR IRELAND is satisfied that the impartiality of research, views and recommendations remains assured.
Analyst Certification
Each research analyst responsible for the content of this research note, in whole or in part, certifies that: (1) all of the views expressed accurately reflect his or her personal views about those securities or issuers; and (2) no part of his or her compensation was, is, or will be, directly or indirectly,
related to the specific recommendations or views expressed by that research analyst in the research note.
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